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☐A.  arch frame 

☐F.   5.30 - 12 tires (2 ea)


☐G.  1/2” - 20 lug nuts (8ea)


☐J.  drop tongue w/ 2500 lb winch and cable (1 ea)


☐K.  winch handle (1 ea)


☐L.  snatch block (1 ea)


☐M.  ratchet strap (1 ea)


☐N.  1 oz Bluecreeper Precision Oiler (1 ea)


☐Owner’s Manual


Buck Arch Tow Package

☐A.  arch frame (1 ea)

☐B.  tong hanger (1 ea)

☐C.  handle

☐D.  plated bar for handle (1 ea)

☐E.  elbow for handle (1 ea)

☐F.  5.30-12 tires (2 ea)

☐G.  1/2” - 20 lug nuts (8 ea)

☐H.  5/16” locking pin (1 ea)

☐I.  5/8” bent hitch pins (3 ea)

☐Owner’s Manual 
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☐J.  drop tongue w/ 2500 lb winch and cable (1 ea)


☐K.  winch handle (1 ea)


☐L.  snatch block (1 ea)


☐M.  ratchet strap (1 ea)


☐N.  1 oz Bluecreeper Precision Oiler (1 ea)


Buck Arch Drop Tongue

☐B.  tong hanger (1 ea)

☐C.  handle

☐D.  plated bar for handle (1 ea)

☐E.  elbow for handle (1 ea)

☐H.  5/16” locking pin (1 ea)

☐I.  5/8” bent hitch pins (2 ea) 
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Buck Options
Packing List

Buck Arch Handle Package

Packed by ___________________
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Buck Arch Accessories
Packing Instructions

Gooseneck Extension 

☐A.  Gooseneck Extension (1 ea) 
☐B.  5/8” bent hitch pin (1 ea)

Trailer Dolly Attachment

☐A.  leg
☐B.  receiver 
☐C.  2” ball with washer and nut (pre-installed) 
☐D.  5/8” bent hitch pin

Chain Adapter 

☐A.  Chain Adapter
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Buck Arch Owner’s Manual

60 Industrial Park Road
Vernon, CT 06066
www.logrite.com
800-631-4791

The Buck Arch is best suited for work on level ground in urban areas or around the sawmill.  It is sold in two 
different configurations to meet your needs.  In hand mode, the Buck Arch has 5’ handle with plenty of 
leverage, 25” tongs and a unique adjustable tong hanger which makes it easy to pick up logs ranging from 
8” to 22” diameter.  In tow mode, it is equipped with a 2500 pound, 2-speed hand winch and snatch block to 
pick up and carry the log.  In either mode, the weight capacity is the same 1800 pounds.

Maintenance
• Pack the hubs with grease annually or after heavy use.
• Keep tire pressure at recommended pressure.
• Check tong tips for sharpness.  File as needed.  Do NOT use a grinder.
• If equipped with a tow tongue and winch:

-oil the drive shaft bearings using the provided Bluecreeper Penetrating Lubricant.
-periodically grease the winch gears and reel shaft.
-keep the winch line unsnarled.
-check the coupler, winch and snatch blocks daily.

Read all instructions before using including the winch manufacturer’s instruction manual if the arch is 
equipped with a winch.
Remain constantly aware that safe operating is your responsibility.
The tongs of the Buck Arch are designed to move logs, poles and beams only.
Do NOT use the arch to move logs on any public roads.
Do NOT lift the arch when loaded.
When in Hand Mode, maintain control over the load at ALL times to prevent the arch and its load from 
springing up abruptly.
When in Tow Mode, check for proper ratchet operation on each use of the winch.  Do NOT use if 
damaged.  Seek immediate repairs.

Configurations
Each configuration is easy to use however, each operates differently.

Handle and tongs- for hand use
Allows for manual operation with 
one or two operators of the arch to 
move logs in urban areas.
Drop Tongue & Winch - for 
forwarding
Use with a 4-wheel drive ATV (300 
cc minimum) to move logs long 
distances.
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Assembly for Hand Use
• Remove arch from pallet (A).
• Mount the tires (F) using 13/16” lug wrench.
• Insert tong hanger and pin in place (B).
• Insert plated bar (D) into the elbow (E).  Attach with 5/16” locking 

pin (H).
• Insert elbow(E) into handle (C)  Attach with 5/8” bent hitch pin (I).
• Insert handle (C) into the arch frame (A).  Attach with 5/8” bent 

hitch pin (I).  The arch can be used with the elbow facing up or 
down.  Use it in the position that gives you the best ergonomic 
advantage.

Moving Logs by Hand
1- Set the tong hanger to match the log’s diameter.  Use 
the up position for larger logs.  Use the down position for 
smaller logs.
• remove pin
• remove tong hanger
• rotate 180º
• place it back into receiver aligning the holes
• replace pin
2- Position the arch so it straddles the log at the balance 
or midpoint of the log.  By setting the tongs at or just 
ahead of the midpoint you will pick up all of the log’s 
weight.
3-  Lift the handle up to lower the tongs around the log.  
Set the tongs by pulling the handle down until the tongs 
grip the log.
4- With a quick swift motion, pull the handle down to your 
waist.  This will lift and move the log.
5- With the log fully suspended, you can push, pull and 
steer the log.
6-  Maintain constant pressure on the handle until the log 
is lowered to the ground.
7-  Keeping control over the handle and the load, lower 
the log to the ground.  A quick release of the tongs takes 
practice; lower the log, pull the arch back, then strike 
down the tongs with the nose of the arch.

Pro tip:  Familiarize yourself with the depth to which the tongs can be set.  If the tongs are set lower on 
the log, it will be harder to lift but will lift the log higher.  If the tongs are set higher, it will lift much easier 
(for instance when using the arch by hand) but won’t lift the log as high.

40047-000

Maintain control over the load at 
ALL times to prevent the arch and 
its load from springing up abruptly.

Up position for 
large diameter 
logs.

Down position 
for small 
diameter logs.
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Arch Capacity for Hand Use
Log Diameter 22”

Log Length 16’

Log Weight 1800 lbs
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Converting the arch
1- Pull the 5/8” hitch pin (I) and remove the tong 
hanger (B).
2- Pull the 5/8” hitch pin (I) and replace the handle (C) 
with the drop tongue and winch (J).  Replace pin.
3- Place the winch in High gear (pic C) and let out 
enough winch line to reach beyond the wheels.
4- Open the snatch block ( L) and lay the cable on the 
groove of the sheave (pic. D).
5- Attach the snatch block to the last link of chain 
welded in the arch.  The link should be inserted 
between side plates of the snatch block and the bolt 
should pass through the link (pic E).

pic Epic C pic D
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Low

High

Arch Capacity for Towing
Log Diameter 22”

Log Length 10’

Log Weight 1800 lbs

Usage with the Drop Tongue and Winch
In this configuration the arch works entirely different.  Please read all directions including the 
operator’s manual for the winch.



IMPORTANT REMINDERS - READ BEFORE USE
Break in the winch line!  When the winch line is new, it does not want to stay wrapped around a small winch 
spool.  For the first dozen or so lifts, take a little extra time to pull all the slack out of the winch as you bring 
in the line before it becomes tight to the log.  Always keep the winch line unsnarled.

Never pull all the choker line out of the winch; always leave at least three full turns of cable on the winch 
spool, so the line does not break out the welded end.

Check the coupler, winch and snatch blocks daily.

Usage with Drop Tongue and Winch

1- To position the arch you can back over the log or drive up next to the log and pick up the arch and set it 
over the log.  Remember to keep your back straight and knees bent to lift the arch.  Do NOT attempt to lift 
the arch with a log in it.
2- Straddle the arch over the midpoint of the log.
The arch is designed to pick up the weight of the log instead of the ATV.  The amount of the log that is in the 
arch determines how much of the log weight will be picked up.  If the log is 10 feet or less the entire log
can be suspended.

Pro tip:  On longer logs, there will be a slight drag.  This tail drag is often a slight advantage, as the log 
will trail straight behind the arch.  It might also be used as resistance when on a gentle slope.  The arch is 
designed to have neutral tongue weight.  Logs fully suspended with more weight extending out from the 
arch can cause negative tongue weight.  This can cause the ATV to become unstable.
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Check for proper ratchet operation on each use of the winch.  Do NOT use if damaged.  Seek 
immediate repairs.
High forces are created when using a winch, creating potential safety hazards. It should be 
operated and maintained in accordance with instructions. Never allow children or anyone not 
familiar with the operation of a winch to use it. A winch accident could result in personal injury.
Maintain a firm grip on the winch handle at all times, and never release the handle when the 
ratchet lever is in unlock position with a load on the winch.  Otherwise handle will spin violently, 
which could cause personal injury.
Never use the winch handle as a convenient handle for pulling or maneuvering the entire arch.  
Never pull on the winch handle against a locked ratchet.
Never exceed rated capacity.  Excess load may cause a premature failure and could result in 
serious personal injury.  This winch is rated with three layers of line on the hub.  Using more 
layers of line or a large hub increases the load on the winch.
Never apply load on winch with cable fully extended.  Keep at least three full turns of cable on 
the reel.
Operate with hand power only.  This winch should not be operated with a motor of any kind.  If 
the winch cannot be cranked easily with one hand, it is over-loaded.
Should the load begin to fall out of control when operating, do NOT attempt to stop the spinning 
winch handle with your hands or any part of your body.
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pic G

Usage cont.
3- To choke the log, slip the cable under the log and place the nubbin into the red choker bell on the 
cable
(pic G).
4- Brace yourself when winching in a log.  First, while in high gear, take out the slack as you bring in the 
line, then grab onto the arch with your free hand to ease your work.  When it becomes difficult to crank 
the handle switch to low gear.  Two speeds on the winch are available by moving the handle from one 
shaft to the other (pic C).

Pro Tip:  The log will articulate around the suspension point.  This is handy when maneuvering around 
obstacles.  However, you may choose to secure the nose of the log when moving logs on a trail.  Using 
the strap provided, secure the nose of the log to the reach of the arch (pic H).

5- Always lower your load in control never let the handle spin freely.  To lower the log, ALWAYS use 
low gear.  Avoid sudden deceleration of load.  Do not let the winch free-wheel.  Should the load begin to 
fall out of control do NOT attempt to stop the spinning winch handle.
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Buck in
tow mode

Buck in
hand mode

pic H



 

	

Increase the Functionality of the Buck Arch with these Attachments

Chain Adapter

MAINTAIN CONTROL OVER THE LOAD AT ALL TIMES TO PREVENT THE ARCH AND 
ITS LOAD FROM SPRINGING UP ABRUPTLY.

The Buck Chain Adapter replaces the tongs when in hand use.  The chain adapter with 5/16” choker 
chain can be used to haul small branches, multiple stems, pipes, beams or anything you can’t or 
don’t want to set tongs into.  It can also be used to lift and move cement curbing, sewer grates, or 
man hole covers.

To Install:  Remove the tong hanger.  Replace the tong hanger 
with the chain adapter and pin in place.
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To use:  

1- Wrap the choker chain around the items to be moved.  To fully 
suspend the load, set the chain at the midpoint of the load.

2- Place the chain through the c-hook/choker hook and pull snug 
around the object (pic A).

3- With the Buck arch straddling the load, lift the Buck’s handle to 
lower the chain adapter over the load. 
4- Hook the chain into the grab hook of the adapter by sliding one 
entire link into the hook (pic B).  Hook the chain leaving a few links 
between the c-hook and the grab hook.  Fewer links will give you 
more clearance.

5- Push down on the Buck’s handle to lift the load.

6- Maintain pressure on the handle until the load is lowered to the 
ground.

pic A pic B



	

Trailer Dolly Attachment

Now you can use your Buck Arch as a trailer dolly!  Great for positioning sawmills, trailers, splitters or 
anything on wheels with a 2” ball.  Equipped with three height adjustments so you can reach any 
coupler.  Note: the 2” ball can be replaced with any ball with a 3/4” shank.

To Install:  Remove the tong hanger.  Replace with trailer dolly attachment 
and pin in place.  For shipping purposes the leg may be turned 180º.  Pull the 
pin,  rotate the leg 180º and repin.

To Use: 
1- Determine the necessary height of the ball by holding the Buck Arch 
level.  The ball should be a minimum of 2” above the coupler.

2- Adjust the height of the ball by removing the pin and sliding the leg of 
the dolly attachment to the necessary height and repin.

3- Lift the handle to lower and place the ball under the coupler.

4- Push down on the handle to hook the ball into the coupler.

5- Keep constant downward pressure on the arch handle as you 
position your trailer.

6- Raise the handle to lower the trailer and disengage the ball.

Gooseneck
The Gooseneck Extension extends where the tongs hang to use the Buck Arch to lift rounds.  Ideal 
for lifting rounds onto the splitter or into a truck or trailer.

The Trailer Dolly receiver is 
equipped with three links of 
chain.  This section of the 
dolly attachment can be used 
with the Junior Sling for 
moving items too sensitive for 
even a chain.

To Install:  Remove the tong hanger.  Replace with 
the gooseneck and pin in place.  Insert the tong 
hanger into top of gooseneck and secure with pin.  
Tong hanger can be used in an up or down position.

To Use: 
1- Lift the arch handle to lower the tongs.

2-Set the tongs by pulling down on the 
handle.

3-With one swift motion, pull the handle 
down to your waist.

4- While keeping control of the arch, lower 
the chunk/round onto the deck or truck bed.
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60 Industrial Park Rd 

Vernon, CT 06066 

800-631-4791 

Logrite.com 

info@logrite.com 

 

Warranty Statement for Log Arches 

 

LogRite Tools believes that log arches of our manufacture are of quality 
construction and superior design. We urge our customer to closely inspect 
their purchases immediately upon receipt. If anything is not satisfactory, 
it will be immediately repaired or replaced at our cost and decision. 
If during the course of use, any of our products fail structurally or fails 
to perform the tasks it is designed for and represented as, LogRite Tools 
will do everything to make the product perform as intended. 
If during the course of use, the product is not performing as represented, 
LogRite Tools invites the owner to call our toll free line for a 
discussion of uses and techniques, including how to use the products in 
order to achieve satisfactory results. 
This warranty is intended for the original owner and for the period of 2 
years. With correct use and maintenance LogRite products will provide 
a lifetime of use. 
This warranty does not imply any liability to the uses of the products, 
which are at the discretion of the owner. 
If there are any questions as to the extent or applicability of this warranty, 
please call immediately to resolve these questions. 



ATTENTION

Bluecreeper is an extraordinary penetrating lubricant.  We have 
included a bottle with your arch manual for you to use to maintain 
your winch or wheel bearings on the Junior Arch.

We encourage you to use it in your garage or shop or around the 
house.  Use it to loosen stuck parts or tools in the garage or 
workshop.  Works great around the house to stop squeaks, 
lubricate hinges, doorknobs and locks. 

With its needle applicator a small drop goes exactly where needed 
eliminating waste and mess.
Available at www.bluecreeper.com  or follow the link from the 
Logrite website.  

Shipping is expensive so if you like it, please ask your local retailers 
to carry it.

http://www.bluecreeper.com
http://www.bluecreeper.com
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